Specialty Nozzles

Adjustable Fan Stream Nozzle - NZ027 (1” or ¾” Hose)
- Another “one of a kind” from Kochek, this “Adjustable Fan Stream Nozzle” has capabilities allowing the user to apply the widest fan or adjust to a smooth-bore stream reaching distances of up to 80 feet. This Adjustable Fan Stream nozzle also has a unique shutoff feature making it the most versatile nozzle of its type in the Golf and Sports Turf industry.

Aluminum Flat Spray Nozzle - NZ022 (1” Hose)
- The “Flat Spray Nozzle” provides a specific water flow fan pattern to water wider areas while using less volume. Perfect for wetting agent applications and infield conditioning, the “Flat Spray Nozzle” gives control to spot treating drought stress and soil dampening.

Aluminum Shower Head Nozzle - NZ023 (1” or ¾” Hose)
- This nozzle provides a heavy shower of water for flushing and heavy irrigating. The most popular Turf Nozzle EVER, it now comes in either 1” or ¾” size to meet the demands of any Turf or Field Manager.